Gryphon Diamond Glass Saws
Gryphon C40 Diamond Bandsaw
The Gryphon C40 Diamond Bandsaw is the fastest cutting glass saw on the market! It gives you complete design freedom, making cuts that are
impossible with hand held cutters…tight curves, inside curves, u-turns, or any shape that you can think of! Stack glass to cut identical repetitive pieces or
cut exactly the shape you need out of a larger piece of glass. The possibilities are endless – no pattern is too difficult for the Gryphon Diamond Bandsaw!
A powerful 1/3 HP direct drive motor cuts 26” of glass per minute! Includes a 12” x 12” worksurface as well as the largest water reservoir to keep water
cleaner and require less refilling. Simply turn one knob for fast and easy blade adjustment. Made in the USA with a full one year warranty.
#GBC40
Gryphon Replacement Diamond Blades - Pair
Highest quality original replacement blades for Gryphon, Diamond Tech and Inland bandsaws
using 37.7” long blades. 2 pack!
#GRB2
Gryphon Super Fuser Bandsaw Blade
Heavy duty 1/4” blade is twice as wide as the standard replacement blade. Super fast cutting of
fused glass, plate glass, stone, tile and with less ‘wavering.’ Will cut as small as 1/2” dia. circle.
#GSB
Replacement Guide Blocks
Periodic replacement of the blade guide blocks will maintain proper blade alignment. 4 pack.
#GTGC
Gryphon Bandsaw Tune-Up Kit
Tune up your Gryphon Bandsaw with one upper and one lower wheel pulley band and lower
wheel bushing in this kit.
#GTK
Gryphon Bandsaw Upper Wheel
Gryphon Upper Wheel Replacement.
#GUW
Gryphon Bandsaw Lower Wheel
Gryphon Lower Wheel Replacement.
#GLW

Made in USA

Apollo Ring Saw
The most versatile diamond blade ring saw on the market! Supplied with a fine cutting
6” dia. double-sided diamond coated blade for fast, accurate cutting of stained glass,
fused glass, glass tile and ceramic wall tile. The oversize 19” x 21” sliding magnetic
work table will securely cut tiles up to 16” diagonally and glass 3” thick with it’s
powerful 1/3 HP high-torque motor. An optional wire blade cartridge can be used for
even finer detailed cutting. 1 year manufacturer’s warranty. Made in the USA
#APOLLO
Apollo 6” dia. Double-Sided Diamond Blade
Fine chip-free cutting replacement diamond blade for the
Apollo Ring Saw ONLY.
#1107
Apollo Drive Belt
Kevlar reinforced replacement drive belt for the
Apollo Ring Saw.
#1599

Gryphon Wet Belt Sander

A belt sander/grinder designed specifically for
grinding and polishing large glass surfaces. Grind
straight edges on larger pieces and sand
thick fused and slumped glass work.
The belt offers 90 square inches
of grinding surface, and makes
quick work of your largest project.
Sander comes with one each of 80,
120 and 400 grit belts.
#GBS

Made in USA

Apollo Diamond Wire Blade Cartridge
Replace the standard Apollo Ring Saw blade
with this omni-directional cutting wire blade and
precision cartridge holder.
#1518

Gryphon Wet Sanding Belts
30” long x 3” wide belts are stock replacement for
the Gryphon Belt Sander. Sold by the pair of each
grit.
#GB80 80 grit for fast sanding
#GB120 120 grit for a smoother finish.
#GB400 400 grit for a satin smooth finish.
Mix & Match Wet Sanding Belt Pairs
for Quantity Discount!
Gryphon Wet Cork Belt
30” long x 3” wide cork belt is used for the final polishing step on
glass. (Sold individually.)
#GBCORK

